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Madam Chair,
Distinguished Member of the Permanent Forum of Indigenous peoples,

I am most grateful fbr the opportunity to address the Forum on behalf of Mrs. Thoraya
obaid, Executive Director of the united Nations population Fund, uNFpA.

We regard the Forum as one indicator of the increasing attention that is now being paid to
indigenous issues at the international level. I hope this session witl result in a trrm
consensus fbr the implementation of the Plan of Action fbr the Seconcl Decade of the
World Indigenous Peoples'. This should be a powerful instrr-rment lbr the improvement of
the lives of indigenous peoples and fbr the efièctive fulfilment of their collective ancl
individual r ights.

I .
During the last decade we are glad to note important advances on a range of issr,res by
indigenous peoples in the countries of the Americas. 'fhese 

aclvances include
international and national fiameworks ancl norms; the recognition of territorial ancl other
rights; and increased participation in national and regional political processes, especially
r,vhere these are considered to have impact on living conditions.

Incligenous organisations, including women's organisations, have playecl a leading part in
the changing political process. 'fhese 

changes have brought us the tirst indigenous
President of a South American country in Evo Morales; the appointment of in<ligenous
ministers to govemments in Ecuador, Bolivia and Guatemala, among others; and the
election of indigenous leaders as parliamentiuiAns, governors and mayors throughout our
countries. National constitutions are increasingly recognizing the existence of traditional
indigenotrs authority structures ancl territories, as an integral part of the State.

At the same time, indigenous peoples - and their evolving ancl unique cultures, values
and traditions which support them - are still under threat.. 'fhe 

various aspects of
globalization have particularly ominous consequences fbr minorities. Global demancl tbr
goods and services, growing national populations and ruthless exploitation, all put
increasing pressure on the natural resources on which indigenous peoples depend. Further
pressures come fiom certain types of tourism and mass entertainment; growing
urbanization, and fiom the decline of small-scale agriculture as aviable way of life.
Indigenous people are over-represented among both rural and urban poor; and the poorest
of all are women. Indigenous women have less income and less eàucation, and higher
maternal and inf'ant mortality rates, than women in general. Their opportunities are fewer
and the risks to their well-being greater. The clash of cultures has rendered women more



vulnerable to gender-based violence, despite indigenous traditions of balance and shared
lives between men and women.

Some of these threats to indigenous people are as old as colonialism; others are as new as
the multinational companies with vast resources, the latest technology and a global reach.
Finding a balance between ancient indigenous cultures and the demands of 21't-century
development is not easy: but it is a task we must recognise as uniquely valuable and
address accordingly.

Indigenor-rs peoples carry a fiagile but essential part of our common humanity. .As
individuals and societies, they represent an irreplaceable diversity. Participation in
clevelopment should not mean absorption into the mainstream----on the contrary, our task
is to ensure that the human rights and human potential of indigenous people receive the
neecled attention; that development policies recognise the unique contribution and
capacity of indigenous peoples; that policymakers unclerstancl the Millennium
i)evelopment Goals and the concept of development in ways which support and engage
with indigenous culture, and that we become partners in a common enterprise.

I t .
Our starting point is the goal adopted at the Millennium Summit, to reduce extreme
poverty by half by 2015. This is an ambitious but entirely practical goal. It represents and
summarises the outcomcs of the great series of international conferences on aspects of
social development which took place in the 1990s. All  i ts elements have been well-
known, thoroughly discussed and accepted at all levels. Many of them, such as universal
education, have been on the international agenda fbr decades. Others, such as universal
access to reproductive health intbrmation and services, emerged as the consensus after
many years of practical experience and public debate.

'f 
here has been considerable discussion over the precise meaning and content of poverty

statistics. A monetary calculation acts as a simple benchmark, but does not contain all the
infbrmation about the quality of litè, which may have little to do with money income.
Good health is valued very highly among the poorest, because a breadwinner's accident
or prolonged illness may tip a fàmily from poverty into destitution; but World Bank
surveys have sholvn that the poor also see good health as essential for living well, quite
apart fiom economic considerations. This concept of "vivir bien" is central to the
indigenor"rs worldview: it includes the idea of livine in harmony with the material and
spiritual worlds.

It fbllows that the concept of development itself requires a reconsideration in the light of
the indigenous worldview. National strategies to achieve the MDG's should incorporate
such understandings. UNFPA has experience of working with indigenous groups and
national governments in these areas, in policy design, conceptualisation and practice. We
hope to make it part of our contribution to reaching the Millennium Development Goals.



I I I .
By any measure, overall progress towards the Millennium Development Goals in the
Americas has been encouraging; but there are fiequently wide gaps between national
averages and the situation of indigenous populations.

We often cannot gauge such gaps because there are no reliable figures even on the
number of indigenous people or the proportion of indigenous péople in the total
popLrlation' As the categories become more specific, data on indigenoui people become
thinner' Also, countries lack disaggregated data on birth rates, the rates anà causes of
morlality, and health conditions generally.

Without such data, it is impossible to track progress among indigenous people towards
the iVlillennium Development Goals. Policymaking is based on extrapolâtions tiom
inadequate data; the result is weaken national plans and international assistance efl-orts.

This is a serious lacuna, which I hope countries will address as a matter of urgency. Good
infbrmation is an essential tool fbr policymakers: beyond this, the capacity to collect,
analyse and use reliable data is a solrrce of empowerment for incligenous peoples to
engage in the policymaking process. Iluilding this capacity is a central aspect of
UNFPA's mandate, and the Fund has many years of experience in this area. I expect that
we will expand our ef-forts consiclerably in the future, in association with both national
policymakers and indigenous groups.

Migration is an area of particular concern to indigenous groups. There has been and
continues to be considerable migration fiom rural to urban areas within countries. Mr-rch
of'this movement is voluntary in the sense that there is no compelling cause. However, it
is ofien triggered by natural clisasters, poverty or civil conflicts. Indigenous peoples otten
tind themselves constrained by the deterioration of the local environment wÀich fbrmerly
sttpported them.'fhis may be the result of migration into their tenitories fbr the purposes
of agriculture or minerals exploitation, or it may be the long-term effect of climate
change or other causes. The fact is, however, that governments and indigenous peoples
themselves know very little in any systematic way about any of these phenomena, and
still less about how to respond in a manner that serves the needs of allthe various groups
aftèctcd.

An additional and very disturbing fàctor is involuntary migration -trafïcking in young
women and adolescent girls lbr the purposes of sexual exploitation. Again, we know that
it occurs, but our infbrmation on the scale and direction of tralllcking u-ong indigenous
people is largely anecdotal. We need more and better data, and the capacity io process it.
In all these areas, etrective policies depend on good information.

tv .
What inlbrmation we have tells us that maternal and infant mortality rates among
indigenous people are much higher than other groups in the rest of ihe population,
whether rural or urban. These difïèrences are the result of poverty, and the accômpanying
lack of access to services and information. Poor *om.n are much more likely than



higher-income women to suffer complications durine and after pregnancy and childbirth,

and much less likely to use contraception to avoid unwanted pregnancy. The children of

poor women are at much higher risk of malnutrition and infection. Poor rural areas and

poor areas within cities are chronically lacking information and services in all these

sectors.

However, there are some aspects that are particularly relevant to indigenous groups'

Providing eftective health cAre, especially preventive care, depends on the ability of

rnedical ancl social services to accommodate cultural understandings, perceptions and
practices. From our many years of experience, UNFPA and our partners in many

countries know how to deliver efTèctive reproductive health infbrmation and services in a

wicle variety of settings, including in the Americas.

A similar degree of sensitivity is required when dealing with gender issues. The langr"rage

of rights which is so fàmiliar in the United Nations and govemmental contexts may not

have the same resonance among indigenous populations-but the underlying concepts are

equatly valicl, and they frnd an answering chord when the discussion is opened and

carried on in a respectfirl and supportive way.

Women themselves see no conflict between a respect fbr traditional values and respect

fbr their persons ancl the ir rights as individuals. Indigenous women are joining or tbrming

non-governmontal organisations to advocate fbr gender equality and empowerment in a

variety of ureas, inctuding sexual and reproductive health. UNFPA and our partners are

ready to work with incligenous women to become part of the wider movement towarcls
women's equal participation which is sprcading throughout the region.

One important aspect of this work is with adolescents of both sexes, to ensure that they

grow to adulthood with a firm concept of equal gender relations; a trrm understanding of

r,vhat this means in practice, ancl a willingness to practice responsibility in their daily

lives. We work with governments and internationzrl organisations to promote a supportive
legal structure and policies, and to bring indigenous young people under their aegis.

Countries of the Americas have had enough of development that favours only one part of

the population. Sustained and balanced development in this region depends on ending

extreme poverty. Countries have agreed on a roadmap-the Millennium Development

Goals. Experience has taught that policies must address poverty as a social as well as an

economic phenomenon. Part of the definition of extreme poverty is exclusion from

society, and indigenous peoples have been excluded and marginalized from the

beginning.

Changing this, engaging indigenous people in the process of ending their own poverty,

calls for special effbrts. Indigenous peoples' understandings of the world are essential to

their identity: development policies must reflect and reinfbrce those understandings.
Indigenous peoples have much to contribute to development: they must become

architects and agents of development policy.



We in LNFPA are commined to an inclusrr e concept of development, rvhich will benefit

all sections of the population. \\Ie see our rvork with indigenous people as part of a

regional and national agenda of social protection and inciusion. We recognise at the same

time the validity of a range of understandings and approaches, including those of r,vomen,

the young, indigenous peoples and peopie who are simultaneously members of more than

one of these categories. We pledge all our efTorts to help establish and enhance the

capacity for autonomous decision-making in a harmonious national and international

context, so that the lvlillennium Development Goals become a reality among the

indigenous peoples of the Americas.


